
Elite Strategies 

It was a winning week again with profits from the Wednesday bets as well as Saturday 14th May. 

This is the table we presented last week showing the various strategies’ performance post 

upgrade: 

 

This is how it stands now: 

 



Still very early days but the Elite-Suite v Platinum is starting to trend they way we predicted when 

we said this in April: 

 

I am sure the following data will be of interest to many members. It is a list of all the strategy 

qualifiers since the upgrade. Here is a link to the PDF version:  

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Elite-Strategies-ALL-Bets-since-April-23rd.pdf


 



The 70 total bets in the table above were provided by 35 individual horses.   

The following list shows all the individual bets on the above list. 

If one has qualified for more than one strategy then the highest source bet is listed. For example, 

Easy Single was a qualifier for two plans, the Mel Combo had the larger bet so that $150 bet is 

listed for this exercise.  

PDF Version 

Some members bet that way – a single bet on each individual horse that qualifies for one or more 

strategies. 

 

https://www.eliteracing.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Elite-Strategies-Largest-Individual-Bets-from-All-Strategies-Since-April-23rd.pdf


 

All Strategy Qualifiers Post Upgrade Excel 

Elite Strategies ALL Bets since April 23rd Pdf 

Elite Strategies Largest Individual Bets from All Strategies Since April 23rd Pdf 

  

 

 

We have produced an Excel Spreadsheet for those who want to look a bit deeper. 

Remember, we are only six live meetings in but it is great to see the data trending very closely to 

the long-term, upgraded-algorithm results. 

We will start to get serious input from Sydney racing now that their country stand-alone meetings 

are out of the way. It is incredible that NSW bets have already made $586 live net profit despite 

the bog tracks and bush meetings. 

Thank you for the feedback, we appreciate it greatly. 

  

Larry and Ric. 
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